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After landing in N.-York (on the 17 of july 188:D my first step was 
to make the programm of my travels in the U. States; and seeing the 
anouncement of a national mining and industrial Exposition about to he 
held at Denver, I determined to go there, in order to see the mineral 
resources of the pacific mining states and territories, which were to he 
brought together in a manner never yet seen in those distant regions both 
as regards the different qualities an the great quantity of the ores and 
minerals of the numberless mines represented there.

The area of the mining districts comprising besides Colorado the 
state of California and the territories of Wyoming Dakota Montana Wa
shington Orégon Nevada Utah Arizona New-Mexico and even the far distant 
Alaska, is nearly one third of the whole area of the Union. Some of the 
mineral veins known here belong to the richest ever mentioned in the mi
ning records of the whole world, notwithstanding that this branche of 
industry is comparatwely very young and consequently still far from having 
atteined its full developement.

From Washington I went across the continent as far as San Fran
cisco, where I had the opportunity of seeing in the State Museum a small 
collection both mineralogical and geological of the mining districts in 
question, so that I was enabled to get a general idéa of the objects to be 
seen at the exposition. It was particularly important to become aquainted 
with the rocks and ores of California, since this State had declined sending 
anything to Denver.

From San Francisco I went to Virginia City (Nevada), in order to 
investigate the trachytic rocks of that renowned district and see some of
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the mines of the Comstock lode or its vicinity. Having returned to Eeno 
and from there passed on to Cheyenne, I left the shortest route to the 
East, and turned south to Denver, where I arrived on the 14'th of aug. 
1882. M •. Cross of the geological survey and Mr. Hillebrand the state 
chemist were so kind, as not only to show me the collections of the Colo
rado rocks and some interesting minerals, hut also to accompany me to 
the exposition.

This enterprise was projected and has been carried forward by the 
capital and energy of private m en; it has received no aid from the State. 
The exposition will probably be a permanent one.

The building is a substantial structure of about the height of a two 
story house and consisting of brick glass and iron. It is in the form of a 
cross, its longer dimensions lying from north to south. The south wing 
contains the minerals and ores, some of them of many hundred pounds of 
weight. Besides the minerals there were exhibited blocks of salt from dried 
salt lakes, in a manner calculated to show the thikness of the bed, and 
samples of coal chiefly from Colorado.

The North wing contained some machines used in mining, but this 
part was not yet completed at the time of my visit.

In the shorter wings were placed the agricultural and industrial pro
ducts; while on the galleries some objects of art were to be seen. There was 
no catalogue to be had, and so I was obliged merely to view the objects 
exhibited, and provided with labels or notices. In most cases the exhibitors 
themselves were so kind as to give us further particulars.

The telluric ores attracted my attention more than all others. Being 
acquented with their mode of occurence in Transylvania, it was highly 
interesting forme to see the rocks and associated minerals of the american 
ores, as far as they were represented at the exposition. The names given 
by Haidinger and imported by Dana, are used by the American miners 
much more systematically than by our workmen and mining engineers in 
Nagyág and Offenbánya, wrho employ their own trivial names (Schrifterz, 
Blättererz, Blättertellur, Weisstellur, Weiss-Sylvan, Gelberz, gelbe Sylvan, 
gelbe Reiche, graue Reiche etc.) while the miner of Colorado uses the 
names of Nagyágite Sylvanite Petzite etc.

I have not seen the american Nagyágite and Sylvanite either at the 
exposition or in the collections of the American Museums, in such wrell 
defined crystalline forms as the similar species of Offenbánya and Nagyág, 
and even the metallic Tellurium is for the greatest part mixed with some 
other telluric compound, so that it is less pure and less easily determinable 
than the Facebay specimens.

The telluric minerals occur in Colorado California and Utah, but the 
specimens exhibited were all from the Boulder-County, Colorado, where
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some of the veins are said to be wide and continuous, and to yield much 
more than our very interesting mines in Transylvania. The district, where 
the principal mines are situated, lies between Magnolia on the south, and 
Ballarat on the north, comprising a space of 13 miles in length and 3 miles 
in width. Some telluric minerals have also been recently found in the San 
Juan district.

The species Petzite and Sylvanite are of the most frequent occurence, 
while the Coloradoite is the most uncommon

I had the opportunity of buying the following american telluric 
minerals:

1. Native tellurium, found in several mines (Boulder County), on my 
specimen some native Gold is visible. The rock is a vein-quartzite, 
while the native Tellurium of Facebay (near Zalathna) occurs in 
the fissures and cavities of the Carpathian Sandstone accompained very 
often by small cr3Tstals of Pyrite in such a manner, that the center of the 
fissure is filled with native Tellurium in highly lamellar masses or in small 
tin white crystals coating the cavities of the Tellurium ore; while the gra
nular quartzite surrounding the Tellurium is impregnated with crystals of 
Pyrite of an anterior date of formation. The Facebay locality has not been 
worked for many years, and the spare specimens of this are very expen
sive; while the american species is easily accessible, and according to 
Genth a mass of 35 pounds was once found, in one of the mines 
(John Gay).

The metallic Tellurium is very interesting as an object for a syste
matical collection, but is of no practical use. In America the Tellurium as 
the constituent element of the telluric ores is left to escape. In Hungary 
tolerably great masses of it were previously extracted from the compounds 
for scientific purposes, but the demand for it is so exiguous, that they were 
obliged to give up its extraction.

Lionite seems to be a peculiar kind of an impure Tellurium, quite 
peculiar to the Mount Lion mine, Colorado.

3. Altaite in well formed crystals, the combination of octahedron 
and hexahedron. It is found in several mines (Cold Spring, Slide, Bed 
Cloud etc.) in the Boulder Co. The rock is a vein-quartzite. The telluric 
lead is not known in Transylvania.

3. Sylvanite, the gold and silver telluride is one of the most valuable 
ores. One specimen is a pseudomorph of gold after Silvanite. The 
outlines of the original Sylvanite are still visible, but the substancé 
has undergone a chemical change: the tellurium has been carried 
away and the Gold remained in a very porous state. The locality is 
Boulder Co, but the mine is no longer wmrked. Another specimen wras 
a roasted Sylvanite contained in a quartzite vein (Baron mine, Dolina,
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Boulder Co.). In this state it shows remarkably well how rich in Gold 
an ore may be, which appears at first sight to contain, only some 
grey spots. By high temperature the Gold is forced out of the cavities, and 
expands over tho surface of the quartz, forming globules or crystallized 
masses, in a similar way as that, in which the phenomenon known under 
the german term «das Spratzen des Silbers» takes place on the surface of 
the Silver-cake after having been freed from lead by cupellation.

4. Hessite (Slide mine), this silver telluride occurs in nearly tin white 
lamellar masses, accompanied by Pyrite and crystals of secundary quartz 
of the same age. The rock is highly quartzose in a grey calcedonic state, 
but containing grains of felspar, which are almost entirely converted into 
white kaolin in a manner that the kind of rock is not determinable macros- 
copically.

Professor Krenner, keeper of the mineralogical department in the 
National Museum (Budapest) gave a description (1879) of the Silvertellu- 
ride of Botes (half way between Vöröspatak and Zalathna in Transylvania,
S. E. of Hungary) which is very well crystallised, the crystallisation of 
which heeing isometric, differs from Hessite (rhombic). About 10 good 
specimens have been secured for the collection of the Museum at Buda
pest. An aggregate of fine crystals, having the height of 14, and the width 
of 7 centm. it the most splendid specimen of that locality, and has been 
presented to it by Mr. Semsey. Becke (Vienna) found a triclinic form with 
isometric habitus, but according to prof. Krenner probably on less perfect 
crystals than those, which were at his disposal.

The specimen of the Silvertelluride of Botes and of Altai (Savodinsko 
mine) have the same colour and lustre, the Colorado specimens, seem to 
differ a little, they are somewhat brighter.

In the mines of the Botes (Jacob and Anne mine) this is the only 
telluric ore known till now. On the surface of the crystals native Gold is 
sometimes met with, but as associated minerals Pyrite Chalcopyrite and 
secondary Adularia are to he observed.

5. Petzitc the Silvergold telluride of Nagyág was determined at Buda
pest (1843) by the able chemist Petz, who followed the method, and used 
the apparatus of Plattner, in the management of which he was a master. 
It is a Hessite in which a part of the Silver is replaced by Gold. In Ame
rica this is often met with, while in Transylvania it is as a distinct species 
not very well distinguishable from the Sylvanite, but is included in the 
general name of this latter mineral, the external characters as well as 
the mode of occurrence beyng nearly the same.

6. Nagyágite (Inter Ocean mine). The mineral given to me under 
this name has the lamellar structure of the lead goldtelluride of Nagyág, 
but differs from this in colour, being considerably brighter, so that it may
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in this respect, be placed between Hessite and Nagyágite. It probably 
differs from ours in its composition tvo. The rock is a veinquartzite, nearly 
pure Horestone.

Specimens of telluric ores which are mixtures of different telluric 
minerals were exhibited in great quantities. In some cases it was possible 
to discern the species; in others however the mixture was so intimate a 
one, that this task proved unsuccessful. Nagyágit occurs with Hessite, 
Altaite with Sylvanite etc.

In Transylvania we also find the association of telluric ores : Sylva
nite with Nagyágite ; Sylvanite with Petzite, Krennerite etc.; Sylvanite with 
beautiful crystals of Tetraedrite ; Nagyágite with very nice crystals of Bour- 
nonite etc.

Besides the above-named species, the following telluric minerals 
known chiefly by the description of Genth (Philadelphia) must be men
tioned.

7. Calaverite the Goldtelluride, which according to Genth is perhaps 
the same mineral, which the practical miner in Hungary was induced to 
discern under the name of «Gelbe Reiche, Gelberz, Gelb Sylvan», and which 
was called Bunsenine by Krenner after a newer chemical analysis, a name 
subsequently changed by v. Bath into Krennerite. The Kresmerite is as a 
mineralogical speies better determined ther the Calaverite, because its 
cristalline form is known too, while the cristallization of the Calaverite 
could not yet be deciphered.

8. The Tellurite as oxyde of Tellurium has been observed by Petz 
(1842) as accompanying the native Tellurium of Parebery; but on the 
5 specimens of the Museum and 4 specimens of the university collection 
(Budapest) it is not to be found. Genth has observed it in the cavities of 
the american native Tellurium (Keystone-Smuggler-mine), or as an incru- 
statioh (John Jay-mine).

The Ferrotellurite (Fe Te Oi) and the Telluropryite, in which one part 
of the Sulfur seems to be replaced by Tellurium are not yet sufficiently 
well determined as new mineral species of Colorado. They occur associated 
with native Tellurium and Tellurite (Keystone mine, Magnolia district). It 
is not impossible that the hungarian Tellurium specimens will furnish 
those combinations too, but the accompanyig Pyrites has not yet been 
analysed.

9. Coloradoite is the Quicksilvertelluride occurring very rarely in 
several mines of the Ballarat Sunshine and Magnolia districts, but not 
known at all in Hungary.

It is worth mentioning that the Telluric minerals of Gold and Silver 
are to be found west of the Bocky Mountains, while on the east the telluric 
compound of Bismuth the Tetradymite occur at several points. We have a
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similar case in Hungay: only one of the traehytic groups of Trasylvania 
the Gold and Silver contains compounds of Tellurium, while in the other 
three groupes (Rézbánya, Börzsöny and Zsarnócza) the mineral-veins of 
the traehytic rocks contain only the Tetradymite.

The Bismuthtelluride of Börzsöny (Deutsch-Pilsen), (6 miles north of 
Budapest) contains Silver, and therefore has been named Wehrlite by Dana 
after the Prof, of chemistry at the mining academy of Schemnitz, to whom 
science is indebted for the first (rather imperfect) analysis of this very rare 
mineral. The same has been recently analysed by Sipőcz (1880), (to whom I 
gave the pure material of the splendid specimen of the University-Collec
tion) with the following result: Bi 59-47, Ag 4-37, Fe 029, Te 35-47, 
S —, =  99-60. Sp. G. 8*47. This analysis shows considerably more Silver 
than the old one by W e h r l e .

As regards the rock formation, in which the veins bearing the Telluric 
compounds are to be found in Hungary, it is the Trachyte and especially 
the Biotite Quarztrachyte, therefore the older division of this rock-family 
or sometimes such of the surrounding rocks, in which the fissure containing 
the mineral-vein finds its continuation. Such a rock is in most cases the 
Carpathian Sandstone.

In Colorado as well as in Hungary the vein-rock is a grey Quartzite; 
hut all the otter material, which I have seen is so much altered, so much 
decomposed, that the attempt of deciphiring the mineralogical associa
tion cangive only a more or less approximate result.

The rock specimen from the Inter Ocean mine (Boulder Co.) con
tains some glassy quartz grains sometimes with hexagonal outlines, and a 
white felspar which is for the greatest part friable, but not always without 
a hard nucleus, which in the flame analysis invariably proved to be the 
potash felspar. A. thin section seen through the microscope shows some 
few remains of mica with much altered substance, and some rare grains 
of microcline.

There was another rock from the Slide mine (Boulder Co.) very simi
lar to this, bearing Hessite; the felspar of which also gave the flame reac
tions of the potashfelspar.

The surface rock of the Philadelphia mine is less decomposed, its 
felspar is a potashfelspar fusing with outer bubbles. The thin section 
shows some very rare scales of brown mica.

From the two characters of the potashfelspar, namely it being fusible 
to a globule with bubbles on the surface, and exhibiting in polarized light 
the structure of the microline, I may infer, that the rock in question belong 
to the old series of gneissic and granitic formation, because those two cha
racters are in the newer eruptive rocks never met with.

In the geological Atlas of Colorado (Hayden) the whole chain of the
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Rocky mountains west from Denver is coloured as metamorphic rocks. Not 
very far to the west the newer eruptive rocks make their appearance as 
well, as to the east close by to Denver Basalt and extensive beds of rhyo
litic tufa beds are to be found. It is therefore probable, that their mass 
has a continuation under the gold-bearing metamorphic rocks, and that 
they have caused the formation of the metallic veins in the older overlying 
surface rocks, which may have occured in the newer tertiary period in the 
Pacific State as well as the case is in Hungary.

Besides the telluric ores Horn silver was exhibited in very great mas
ses. The external features of this are not at all attractive, the surface being 
covered by a yelloish ochre, but it possesses the interesting physical pro
perty of being sectile, which has been shown by the blade of an axe, ha
ving penetrated into its soft mass for nearly half its breadth. There was 
exhibited a pyraniide, corresponding to a silverblock extracted from the 
cerargyrite in 171/a hours from Robert E. Lee mine, Leadville, Colorado. 
Value D. 118-500.

From Utah I saw sandstones with carbonized plants, containing na
tive Silver, of which the greatest part was condensated on the black leaves 
of this sedimentary rock. Te quantity of this extraordinary formation is 
said to be great.

Arizona exhibited samples of native Silver of the same beauty as 
those, which came from Mexico, and a great variety of copper ores.

Minerals were exposed by some dealers, but much more was seen in 
the curiosity shops, which are very abundant in Denver, and where some 
american mineral localities are well represented.

I mention only the granitie formation of the Pike’s Peak mountain, 
where the green Amazonites, as a typical mixture of Microcline and Ortho- 
clase occur. It interested me to see some of the accompanying minerals 
chiefly in the collection of Mr. Cross. Besides the Albite, which we have 
in our collections too, I saw large colorless Topazes very similur to those 
from the Ural; together with the Topaz Phenakite is to be found. In one 
Quartz-vein of the Pikes’s Peak granite Cryolite in imbedded, which scru
tinies contains bluish Thomsenolite, but Mr. Cross had not yet found the 
Pachnolite. In the same district (Eureka tunnel) the Quartz vein of the 
granite contains a nest, in which beautiful crystals of Zircon with reddish 
Fluorite and Kaolin are to be found.

But the most interesting mineralogical novelty of the Pike’s Peak are 
the imbedded hexagonal crystals of Tysonite and Bastnäsite, the for
mer a fluoride of Cerium Lantham and Didym, the latter a product of a 
partial alteration, the result of taking up some carbonic acide in order to 
form a combination of the fluorides with the carbonates of the same rare 
elements.


